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Across

1 Ended ten-pin 
playing for free? 
(11)

7 Great in a sofa-bed 
(3)

9 Act distant when 
topless (5)

10 Spell test, against 
the clock (4,5)

11 Used to play with 
gorilla poop in back 
street (4,5)

12 Fortunate girl 
ingests vitamin (5)

13 Onwards! To battle, 
in Harrison (7)

15 To cut back before 
end of term is a test 
(4)

18 Singer from 
Reading? Sounds 
like it (4)

20 I hear that their two 
relates to it, in legal 
terms? (7)

23 After I ride every 
rodeo in the 
beginning, I get a 
horse? (5)

24 Box, rear and start 
to pogo jump, a 
celebratory move? 
(5,4)

26 Part of rig glides in 
one direction, 
squirming the most 
(9)

27 Agitated, slew a red 
dragon here? (5)

28 Use this to shoot 
spineless penguins? 
(3)

29 A downtrodden 
dreary shrew does 
the laundry (6-5)

Down

1 Recognise some 
parts only fit Ned if 
back to front (8)

2 Very quiet as heart 
of complicated 
orders. 
Butterfingers?! (8)

3 Beg for parking at 
the front (5)

4 Saw that bun was 
plain! (7)

5 Together, heard to 
be working with 
large numbers (2,5)

6 Stimulate it poorly 
in gallery (9)

7 Quail is another 
bird on the one 
hand (6)

8 Go like this? Like a 
goat with unknown 
blood type? (6)

14 Flush subsequent to 
having grand down 
(9)

16 Erotically make 
male or female 
university friend (8)

17 Songwriter is also 
officer in charge 
and male model (8)

19 At the start, stand 
up can cause 
extreme stress 
symptoms - but 
what an 
achievement (7)

20 A table from a very 
French atelier, 
oddly (7)

21 Bug, using a bug? 
(6)

22 Doctor Silver on 
mythical creature 
that hoards gold (6)

25 Dragged, to do this 
at the altar? (5)


